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Teaching-Learning and Evaluation

25. Give three observations/suggestions to improve the overall
teaching-learning experience in your college.
There should be a criteria for the percentage of attendance in the college. Because of no prior regulation for
attendance, even the potential students are not able to enhance their skills. The students should have the
motivation to get up and come to college which can only be done by compulsory attendance.
About the assignment, there should be more explanation and clarity regarding journals. Availability of journal's is
bad
1.Better learning materials
2.more video based learning
3.thorough revision
I think the internal marks should be put on the basis of students performance and the assignment which the
student should be given criteria about . So the students can attend the classes and make up to that criteria.

1. Making it more student oriented
2. Including more face to face, personal interaction between teacher and student.
3. Making class more interactive, including more examples while teaching.
Internal marks evaluation system should be improved. After taking into consideration all the factors.
Sports activities should be in courage.
Timing of clg should be taken care of.
Nothing all is good
Reading hall become silent and make that
The summing up coverage should be more predictable.
Site visiting should be included in college

More elaborative
None
Make attendance compulsory,
More Inclusive Field Trips,
Change the timing of classes (To something more comfortable for students like 9-1)
1. More practical life examples and application required.
2. Corporation from college for students trying to pursue different courses.
3. Staff to corporate more for completion of college formalities
1 - More practical approach.
2 - More field projects
3 - offer internship.
•Attendance should be monitored a little more strictly
•Multimedia usage can be increased
•A better system should be there for informing students about upcoming competitions and events for better
student involvement
Industry visits, industrial collaborative projects, simulation games
1. The teachers does not reveal performance about the assignment and do random marking.
2. More often the teacher remain absent without informing the students which led to wastage of time.
3. Teachers should be trained how to use the smart-boards properly. Most of the time, they are struggling with it.
4. The college should not charge money for each and every thing organised in the college. Every time there is fee
for any event. Why? Why don't the college include all that in the college fees.
5. The curriculum should be structured in such a way which is student friendly and helps student to survive in the
competitive market and get placed or is able to start their own organisation.
6. Instead of using the website for announcements and notices, the college should take the help of various
mobile apps available in the market for student's management like results, attendance, fees etc. The college
should invest money in these things instead of wasting it for any other purpose.
7.There is no transparency in evaluation. Why the college is charging money for seeing our own answer-sheet.
Does the student have no right to know their mistakes.
8. The issue of attendance management should be properly addressed. The bar code behind the id card should
be used for attendance management.

1. The list of questions answered incorrectly along with the correct answer should be displayed during the MCQs.
2. There should be a preparatory classes for subjects like mathematics and statistics in second year.
3. The syllabus should be more dynamic and updated.
4. Notes should be provided by the teachers for subjects such as geography and psychology.
BRING THE BLACKBOARD BACK! Digitization is not always the solution. Making use of blackboard is extremely
comfortable for both the teachers and the students.
1. Teachers should provide students with pre and post reading texts or links before and after the class
respectively.
2. The teaching should be more of research based instead of textual knowledge only being talked about.
3. Projects should be given more weightage than written exams as experiential learning is more effective in
creating an impact on the minds of students.
They should be kind to friegner students
They should to international students
They should welcome to international students

It should be more interactive rather than just teaching
Build up student-teacher relationship

1.The Communication should be two way, rather teacher just telling his perspective.
2 Teaching method of some teacher is very monotonous and boring, college should fix it.
3.Attendence should be made compulsory, at least 75%.
There should be appointed atleast 2-3 teachers for a subject taught because sometimes a student doesn't
understand the way of teaching of the teacher and might understand through some other teacher well.
Sometimes less marks are given in assignment to students with good academics
Mamy assignments are given during exam and the submissions are just after the exam only
The mcq exams are based on luck and not on knowledge as some students get easy questions and some get
very hard question.so there should be only two question paper feeded in the computer rather than the computer
selecting the question randomly
The teachers should commence the lecture according to the timetable on time.
Hjuek
Reduce the price of the liberal arts/ extracurricular courses .
Practical knowledge should be given.

Quality of maths teacher needs to improve.
Functional English teacher needs to show up in class.
Ga1 and Ga2 teachers are the best.

1. There should be enough benches in class as per strength of the class.
2. Notes given to us should be systematic.
Sone Teachers are excellent, where as some teacher's teaching isn't that effective..!! As the Names shouldn't be
disclosed so there should be some regular evaluations on teachers teaching techniques and skills.
Teachers should try to communicate more with the regular attending students of yhe class in aspects of his/her
improvements, steps that need to be taken And so on..
Otherwise everything Is Better Than Other Colleges.
1.assingment marking system of few subjects is unfair

Google classroom should be used for all assignment submissions ,this would save trees as well as time
No suggestions...all teachers are very nice, encouraging, helpful everytime..
The teaching can be more inclusive and interactive
There can be less focus on cramming or rote learning
The evaluation methods can be better
Motivate students and do not insult students
1) Some teachers don't teach in class and that needs to change
2) The assignment given by the teachers should always be subject oriented and not off topic
3) Notes should be provided for all subjects
Industrial visit and second one, day class would be better than morning class so that more students will attend
lectures and won't miss morning lectures.
1. Teachers need to be fluent and at ease with the new technology i.e. newly provided smart screens, so that it is
used efficiently without wasting any extra time in lectures due to technology related issues. Moreover the use of
technology till now remains limited only for writing board and presentations. Further new methods of teaching can
be incorporated through it.
2. Lecturers need constant evaluations and updates in the concerned field of study.
3. Lack of professionalism in college is discouraging for the students. Also irregularity of some lectures.
Absenteeism is a problem.
1.Teachers should understand the standard of the students more.
2. They should not only concentrate about finishing the syllabus when the students disny understand the
concepts properly
3. Some teachers can be more prepared to what to teach in class

Nothing much it's all perfect
I would humbly request to all my teachers to kindly assess my observations which are mention below:
1. Teachers punctuality to be the first main concern (since it encourage students to be unpunctual),
2. To ensure all the students understand what has been taught and atleast little bit of extra efforts for slow
learners if possible.
Still effective and efficiency in teaching learning process to be boosted and to complete the syllabus in a given
period of time in a very effective and pragmatic manner and
3. Often calling off the class to be avoided to encourage students to attend duly.

Moreover it would be excellent if all the teachers give some more extra efforts to impart knowledge
wholeheartedly to see their students becoming a responsible leaders in the future.
1.There should be some feild experience also
2.In the classroom with the smart board the college have the blackboard also because sometimes by having
technical issue it create problem also
Attendance Compleasory i.e should be 65-70%..
Regular Motivation season at least once in a month for M.Com students.
Conduct Guests lecture for M.Com
1)Few lecturers force students to attend certain workshops/seminars instead of just informing about it and leaving
the decision to the students.
2)Proxy marking in behalf of absentee students must be taken care of as it discourages the mindset of regular
ones.
3)Lecturers by teaching standards are excellent, no doubt about that. Its the students who try manipulating
things, can't really suggest any remedy to that.
College need to conduct extra activities in which the participation of M. Com students should be more.
Everything is going good as planned but we need to check up the parts where we can motivate students for
coming to college and make more involvement.
I request our Psychology teachers to come regularly. Most of the times, the lectures do not occur.
I request that the notes for all the subjects to be given well in advance.
I request the geography teacher to give the correct notes. Notes that are to the point. Usually, it happens that the
MCQ questions differ from the syllabus. So, I would like to request ma'am to give appropriate notes.
I would also like to request Political Science ma'am to give interesting notes. When I look at the notes, I do not
feel like studying. The notes are very plain.

If possible they can provide labs , computers for student , having more communication with students after
lectures just to guide them in the right direction, . It’s an honor and privilege to study and learn in this college
Internal assignments should be discussed after marking.
More field / partical learning

Being an aspiring entrepreneur i observed that very few promises made to students like me were kept. We were
sent to competitions over and over to display our ideas but weren't actually helped out in grooming them and
converting them into a business. At one instance i personally was asked to attend a competition with the promise
of reimbursement for which i had to take out money from my startup but i along with other participants got nothing
back.
The college needs to make serious interpersonal efforts for entrepreneurs instead of huge fancy events that only
give a rush of motivation.

They should inform us about everything because many times it's happened students don't know what is
happening in college like who's guest lecture is going,or any interesting active what are the program.
1. The teachers should improve their way of teaching .
2. Teachers should give examples as much as possible.
3. Teachers should also tell students the practical application of those concepts in the real world.
4.Teachers should teach in such a way that most of the doubts and concepts should be cleared in the class itself
and only thing which will be remaining should be to revise that student can do themselves in the same day .
5.Teachers should discuss student's performance in assignment with them.
Given the large diversity of students in Symbiosis, we enjoy the atmosphere. We get to know their culture and
overall habitat. Helping our classmates and learning with them makes it a good environment. The teachers also
try to help the students who are weak in understanding concepts and making it easy for them by giving examples.
Some teachers are strict regarding their subject and papers, but that helps us in knowing more about the subject
and taking more efforts to score good grades. Wonderful teaching staff and my learning experience was fantastic.
Give the updates of college holiday and off lecture and put the notice about college event as early as possible
1. Internships outside college should be encouraged
2. Participation in cultural events or organising then should be encouraged as it provides a good learning
experience.
3. Department oriented events should be encouraged more.
Very flexible
Could be more informative
Could be more career oriented
No specific comment

1. Provision of practical internships which help in building soft skills as well as future prospects
2. Provision of adequate evaluation methods unlike MCQs which hardly test the analytical side of the concepts
3. Improvement of the course structure which suffices wholesome and efficient knowledge as well as exercises
which suffice practical knowledge in a student
4. Efficient utilisation of online forums like Google Classroom which eradicate the need for journals, which is not
the case at present.
If we get a window to be creative, the course could have been more involving.
They should provide us books . The notes are not appropriate thats the main problem all the students are dealing
with .

Syllabus is very vast as compared to the time allotted to it. Interval between semester end exam and the
semester teaching classes is irregular. The number of things to be achieved in the semester are too high and not
practical. Assignments are random. there seems to be no discipline and structure to the course and yet students
are expected to meet the standards.

Firstly, our syllabus needs to get little bit more updated.
Secondly, providing us with internship opportunities can help us.
Thirdly, communication skill and personality development workshops will definitely be of great importance to us.

There is no efforts shown by some teachers in teaching us, only few teachers are sincere towards their job.
There are no internship opportunities in our college.
The projects and assignments are taken at a very wrong time, when we are free we are given lot of lectures off
and there is absolutely no work done in college, but when we have to study for mcqs or written exams ,there are
all lectures going on plus we have to submit all reports and assignments,presentations everything at that time
only. Please do consider these things and please talk to students about these problems.
I have a very good experience and approach towards my all teachers and their vision towards we as a students.
But Teacher- student conversation should be improved more and students should be empowered to widen thier
base of knowledge array through various activities and participation . We got the one of the best motivating
teaching staffs . Thank you

😊

Notes should be available in Xerox's center 1 monthbefore Exam.As sometime students are not able to attend
lecture.
I believe the college is the best best in terms of the faculty and the curriculum. A few changes here and there
always goes a long way but I am very satisfied with the social and friendly environment that the institution
provides.
All good..
More practical use of knowledge
Outdoor activities
More involvement

1. The entire semester goes while doing the assignments and there is a little time to study the course. If we can
just fix a month and give all the assignments during that.
2. The mid-sem for English majors shouldn't be a mcq test. If its possible to conduct a pen and paper exam, we'll
get a better understanding.
3. The co-curricular should be more and we can have more department wise activities.
1.Teachers should give notes for all subjects as it's difficult for students to arrange their own notes for external as
they might vary with what ma'am is expecting in answers ( specially for Microeconomics as some students don't
have arts background and zero knowledge of economics)
2. Credits system should not be compulsory.
3. Enough time should be given for assignments because teachers usually don't give enough time for assignment
submission.

Increase placements for mcom students because right now there is literally no placements for us.
Make attendance complusory so that students attend class seriously and be punctual.

1.Assign better teachers in Honors subjects who don't unnecessarily shout at students.
2. Ensure that the questions given in Mcqs aren't out of syllabus and that the topics have been covered in class.
3. Allow students to see and know where they went wrong in thier mcqs so that they will know the right answer
and can further remember it correctly for the written exams.
1. Teachers are very friendly and cooperative.
2. They do their best to make the subject matter interesting and easy.
3. Teachers ages range from being senior to those in their late 20's, thus help us give a broad range of
perspective in the subject matter.
1. More practical/field learning opportunities.
2. Need to inform students about various opportunities available in the course - what kind of internships to take
up (if possible, even name different organizations to refer to) and doing what kind of work would enhance learning
of the same.
Overall experience in college is really good.The faculty and professors are very encouraging and always gives
the thorough explaination in the class and are very helping. The manangement of P.G. section has also been
done greatly.
1) Teachers should be given training on how to use the LCD projector. Most of the time goes in getting used to
the lcd projector as teachers don't know how to use it completely.
2) no internship opportunities from college

to give examples more while teaching , to communicate more , focus on student experiences.
Personal attention to students by teachers
Use of more google classroom instead of journals
1.Exam schedules should be given atleast two months before so outstation students can book dates for travel.
2. The college fee included laboratory / practical fees and in spite of that , we had to pay more money for
internship which is very unfair. It would have been better if we were informed about this earlier or if a meeting with
the staff and students could be held to discuss this .
3. Students are never given a feedback in the practical exam which consists of presentation and viva.We have no
way of knowing where we went wrong.
1. Student teacher communication needs to be better.
2. When technology is introduced, everyone, including all faculty and all students must be given training on how
to optimise their usage of said technology.
3. The structure of the classroom should be changed. It should no longer be benches behind benches but rather
some sort of circular formation of benches with the teacher/professor being able to conduct teaching while
standing in the middle in order to gain attention from all the students.
Overall loved being a part of Symbiosis.

Some students of master as well as bachelors are doing certified cources like C.A/ C.S /C.M.A , if teachers can
best possibly understand that comming ot class is some times not possible , and during assignment submission
their shall not be any prejudices.

It would be great if the paper work is further reduced and only online submissions are accepted, instead of both
soft and hard copy submissions of assignments.
MCQs can be replaced with field visits and report writing for 20 marks, so that the scores in the exams increase.
Overall , it was a great experience at SCAC!!
Application of knowlege in real life, experience opportunities and practical projects.
1) Learning should be done is a practical way after the theoretical teaching part.
2) I think, at times teachers should take lectures outside the class. Change of environment is good sometimes.
3) Class trips are necessary. Students get mixed and understand each other rather than being introvert for the
rest of their college life.
1. To have weekly class quizzes on the syllabus covered so far.
2. To have practical-based knowledge activities based on theories covered in classes
3. To have in-class debates to improve speaking skills of all the students and their knowledge about the topic
To be more understanding with the students.
Syllabus should be covered totally before the exams.
Enhanced Syllabus
More focus on clearing concepts
Yes
I don't have any suggestions.... everything is good
1) the classes should start in the announced period (no delay should be there due to unavailability of teachers)
2) enough time should be given to complete the syllabus
3) proper facility should be made for internships
More focus should be given on the awareness of placements and internships,The assignments markings should
be more accurate and fair.Also,regular lectures should be conducted.
Observed:1) The teachers are knowledgeable but somehow they lack teaching skills or the way of communicating.
2) There's a difference between spoon feeding and out of syllabus questions which is not discussed( as
happened in MCQ of a subject)
3) The evaluation of each teacher should be done individually.
4) Since its an afternoon batch we are rarely informed about any events happening.
5) The lectures partially happen as scheduled.
6) Less placement opportunities
Suggestions:1) Individual assessment of teaching ability of each faculty.
2)A proper timetable to be followed as scheduled.
3) More participation for mcom students.
4)More recruitment for students.
Follow up on Assignments should be given prior to exams and results so that we can improve on what we're
lacking.
Teachers should encourage us more and classes should be fun.

1) Let the students have free access to evaluated answser sheets.
2) All the pressure of assignments and submissions is done when the exams are approaching. This should be
resolved.
3)Provision of internship opportunities from the college end.
The teaching staff is good
Some of the teacher teach very fastly, so particular time should be give to each chapter...
Come up with some class activities on saturdays

1. The teachers should not be biased or shouldn't practise favouritism towards students. More emphasis to be
laid on interacting with individual students for their personality development by not making them feel left out.
2. The teaching process has to be made a lot more interesting and fun rather than just sitting and listening
through some engaging activities, devoid of marks to let the backbencher students also participate.
3. The teaching learning process can be made so exciting and not boring so that students would want to attend
regular classes on their own and not merely for the fear of losing marks.
There is no complaint...everything is up to the mark
1. The teaching-learning course is pretty good but the M.A. English has no boundaries. The course is not
understood by many of them and so the difficulty level should be reduced as not everyone come from the same
background of their respective undergraduate course.
2. Few assignments submitted were misplaced or the authority mistakenly did not enter the marks of the students
in few of the marksheets.
*Therefore there must be an acknowledgment of the submitted assignments, henceforth.*
Afterall, it's a loss of the students just because of some technical reasons.
3. The duration of the two semesters should be proportionate; as there's a little less time for the prepration of the
2nd semester's examination because the portion is tough and vast.
-attendance should be given more important
-early morning classes should be postponed
-more practical classes should be conducted
1.I think the placement seatings for the post graduation department can be more
2.The post graduation department should be involved more in the activities of the college
1. First and foremost, most of my classmates have complained of partiality among the students by teachers which
must not be this way. Every student must be acknowledged.
2. Using more of a practical approach to our coursework is required as it is mostly confined to the classroom.
3. Some teachers for honours courses expect us to know everything while we have opted the subject for learning
more. We are new to it and we do not know many things. In cases like this, professors can be a little more patient
and change their teaching methods when they know that the students are unable to grasp what he/she is
teaching.
Don't just stick to syllabus.
Teachers should communicate more often and should also give breaks for better learning.
And also mentor by talking of our career options and what all should be done to achieve our goals asap.
No

1. More effective workshops
2. More life based projects
3. More focus on MA level teaching
1. College can initiate more on campus jobs such as teaching assistant, etc.
2. College should have more student clubs with proper infrastructure.
3. There must be a proper and detailed yearly calendar.
The college should provide ample workshops from good professionals as it's a master's course ,and is very much
expected from it.
Guest lectures from people practicing in the fields guiding us for further things and skills to practice ,like clinical
psychologists should be invited to teach us the basics of counselling .
Workshops are badly requested for the same !!
PLEASE PROVIDE US WITH WORKSHOPS FOR OUR COURSE .
The college fails to provide any sports facilities or programmes as have been promised.No courts or even table
tennis tables are there for students to engage in any sports activities,which is a basic requirement of every
educational institute .
1. Add Applied subjects
2. Add on courses should increase
3. Placements
some teachers are good at teaching and they are good teacher to us. But some teachers are not good at
teaching. Because they never consider foreign students and other students who came from another state which
don't use hindi or marati. some maam have spoken Hindi or Maratti while a lecture is going on. Symbiosis is
international college... why are they using their own language in a class i really can't understand.

I hope if teacher not coming to class then before they should let us know come or not

Personal attention needed, extra curricular activities and exposure to the professional world is needed
The exposure towards industries and it's ways were somewhat missing. Industrial visits,practical field work,
substituting theoretical classes in favour of practical/live examples classes could be useful in that regard.
1. Classes should be regular.
2.Teacher should teach us rather than just reading.
3.Good Internship and placement cell.
1 The mcq pattern becomes a lil biased because each person gets a different set along with some students
getting same question 4 times.There should be 1 set arranged in different pattern
2.The honors teachers we've had for the last semester was not up to the mark ,moreover we need faculty who
teach us rather than shouting on us .
3 The students opting for honours do not really have an edge over others because what we learn as hons
subjects in one sem we learn the same things as regular subjects in next semester
4. Our curriculum is not up to the mark ,we have not studied econometrics which is an integral part of economics
in this it is difficult to survive in the real world.
5. We need to have a proper balance between the practical learning and theoretical learning.
The washrooms should be improved A LITTLE.

Teachers should attend lectures. They should use google classroom and adhire to english speaking only. Should
be more supportive of the students, when they come with ideas. Teachers should treat the students like adults
and not children.
Good
1. Exam dates should be given well in advance so that we can plan our travel.
2. Papers should be shown to us so that we come to know our mistakes.
3. Things like internships should be a little more organized.
1. Active participation is required. Masters students didn’t get a chance to participate and mostly are not aware
about the college events.
2. Master’s Students are not even allowed to sit for a campus placement.
3. Class timings are odd, uneven and unsatisfactory
Teachers should have a personal bond with the students

Teachers must contact frequently with the students to help them in their weak zone
1. More classroom discussions
2. Conduct activities
There should be more of practical learning.
One personality enhancing class should be made compulsory for every student.
They way teachers take lectures is good.

Everything is good
Teachers are well educated and give good guidance
.
Nothing

We have to explain things more.
Encourage to play outdoor games not indoors.
The way of conducting lab demos can be different, college can be more organized and uniform.
Overall teaching learning procedure in symbiosis is at its best. Teachers are very approachable as well as as
concern about the progress and growth of each and every student. They are very helpful and always show the
right path to walk on. All teachers make sure that students are learning, grasping knowledge in best and friendly
environment.
1) The flow of classes plays a important factor in teaching-learning experience .
2) Access to more library resources and if library could offer more reading hours things would move from great to
excellent .
3) The amount of sound pollution which a classroom suffers should be taken care of.
1 Teachers should give the feedback to the students regarding the performance
2 They should discuss the lacking points with the students
3 After the MCQs of the semester they should email that to the students so that they could clarify their doubts

1) teaching is very fast it should be taken slowly .
2) the completion of assignments should not be before 15/20 days of exam. It should be taken while completing
syllabus
3) attendance of students should be made compulsory for each and every student so that teacher can also teach
them with their giving

💯

giving confidence to students

The teaching pattern should be changed.
By conducting regular lectures.
Refering syllabi with the real life by making frequent and relevant visits.
1. Can have more industrial visits
2. Use of ICT (LCD) tool fully satisfactory
3. Great examples given while teaching.
More real life case studies to be in syllabus
Less repetition of the topics in syllabus of different semesters
1. Better college timings for masters student . Neither the mornings are available nor the evenings because of
odd college timing.
2. No internship or Placement opportunities or sources from college
3.Too much of theoretical knowledge

Need more programm and skill course to increase our skill

1. the questions should be discussed after the MCQs exam
2. assignments should be fairly evaluated and structured in a way to avoid plagiarism

first - their is huge requirement in transformation of syllabus as some them doesnt does not connect to real world
...second - subjects like accounts and costing should be practical not just copy based
third journals in assignment doesnt improve quality of students ... they should be connecting to market or real
world
The relation between the students and the teachers could be more friendly
1. A student council should be formed
2. Journal system of assignments and MCQ system should be discontinued
3. Syllabi of Arts subjects especially Economics should be revised
1) Don't target any student.
2) help students in need.
3) accept sometimes when students are late.

1. Evaluation pattern is unsatisfactory . There should be more transparency.
2. Lack of practical knowledge.
3. poor curriculum.
Including Field visits
Active participation of students in class
Well organised classes
It is good
1.Teachers should change their method of Explaining.
2.They should try to explain topics with the basics.
3.Teachers should more innovative ways to explain the basics..
Internship oppurtunity
Exchange of students
Assignment performance should be discussed
More practical applications through activities should be incorporated
1). More Examples taking day todays news.
2). Excretion like outdoor
3). Practical knowledge
1.We could get real life Assignments.
2.Practical knowledge
3. While teaching accounts or any practical subject teacher must tell the reason, logic and implementation in real
life with best examples.
While for theory subjects teacher should show us videos related to topic and take us to any business firm and
show us the practical implications for better understanding.
Otherwise classes are very boring.
not any

Cross questioning after finishing the chapters

More guidance and field visits

- shift 7:30am classes to 8:30am classes instead. It leads to better productivity, attentiveness.
- have a flexible timetable
- include field trips in the curriculum.
English classes are irregular, Maths teacher is not satisfactory and I would like if you increase the break time.
English classes are irregular. Break time should be more. Math teacher should explain more loudly.
If faculty is finalized before the start of academic year, proper schedule and planned year will help everyone!
Some of the visiting faculties are really great; however others needed to be more open to the present day
students. Secondly, We had to pay 3000 for internship inspite of paying 24+ thousands during admission under
the title practicum fees. This was unfair. Internship was given 4 months after start of college, and it created
confusion at last moment

1.More practical knowledge instead of Rote learning.
2. Creative assignments rather than online search based
3. More recent data for study material than using old books
Bring back chalk and talk method, portion should be considered against n for betterment and students should get
enough time to prepare for exams.
1) Provide skills that will be used in the industry not just theoretical knowledge, teach those or atleast give
information on what we could get certified in 2) provide internships, we were left to fend for ourselves 3) Provide
placement cell services/ atleast some help in job seeking
1. More teaching, less pawing off syllabus to students in the form of presentations in class.
2. Extra circular activities are not informed about well enough.
3. There are no intra college debate competitions. Must be.
1. The timings of honours and life skills should be changed.
2. For BA micro and macro should start from FY only.
3. Teachers should start teaching from basics as some people are not from the economics background.
Thank You
There are teachers who thinks all student have basic knowledge of every concept and without asking and
conforming they move on with the topic. And sometime they are in rush to finish the syllabus. I don't know my
message will be displayed and shared with the teachers but there are some student including me. Who doesn't
have basic knowledge of every cocept. Just brief them they are taking salaries. They should be more loyal
towards their work. As they are permanent still they have responsibility. Thank you!
1. More field trips and internship opportunities should be made available.
2. The aasignement feedback should be given by the teachers to help students know how to improve
3. The time for each semester should be even out.

1- Administration and other faculty has not been able to aide students with their issues
2- Often students complaints are left ignored with no change in the situation
3- Teaching methods used by teachers should be reviewed periodically

Some of the faculties who have come in last semester for the first time are extremely rude in behaviour and are
not at all student friendly, rather they are interested in showing their mastery and not taking student as a student.
And amongst them some don't teach and give the text to students randomly to give presentations on. We truly
are in need of teachers and not our classmates' presentations. I must say our regular faculties are amazing in
their approach and we love them for what they have given us.
We truly look forward to some changes.

Accommodate less number of students in a class.
Introduce more subjects for honours degree.
Equally opportunity for participation in curricular activities should be given.

The teachers should provide students with a detail knowledge. Faculties should explain things with the practical
examples. The faculties should clear each and every concept clearly.
1. More flexible hours
2. More interactive online classroom learning
3. Less emphasis on punishing students through assignments.
Industrial visit by college, events which promote entrepreneurship, open discussion on major topics none of these
are remotely done.
a set time table
No suggestions
Internship opportunities,
More interaction with students
Infrastructure, play grounds
Over all good going continue this only
Quality content,
Updated education
Interactive session

The overall experience is very good
1: teaching through ppt makes it easy and in brief
2 assignment helps to cope up with studies
3 Teacher has always thought more than the the syllabus that gives depth knowledge.
Increase in e learning- for notes and doubts
More preference for online submissions regardless of current situation
Everything is good about the college

Internship Opportunities.
Encoragement for all students is needed.
Very good teaching technics
And communication between teacher and student should be improved.

Need to reduce the number of students in one class to avoid over crowding during assignment submissions and
give individual attention.
Nothing to say keep going as it is .
1. A well understandable syllabus with notes.
2. teaching from base because not every student is doing courses like CA, CS, ets.
3. teaching with some activities involve in it.
Teachers should interact more with the students. Also students should open up with teachers. Should create a
healthy environment.

1 teachers should take a check that wether tge students are understanding what they teach or not.
2 sholudnt be biased
3 give the introverts there space and calm

1.Interactive2.More active 3.Inclusive
college is very good . attendance can be a bit strict , like 75% . overall the faculties are good
1. More interactive teaching
2. More application based assignments
3. More exposure to students
Every thing is good. Assignment create problem for students.
Overall it's good..
Sometimes what I feel is..
1 solving questions on board is more effective as compare to oral explanation
2. There should be less no. Of students in class
3. And more focus to activities based learning that we have in liberal arts

More focus must be given too provide syllabus.

More guests lectures
Presentations to be given more by students less by teachers
More debates
According to me everything is perfect

1) keep it up
2) teachers should know how to use digital boards
3) teachers should clear doubts of students

Time duration for assignment completion
Can make it prctical exposure
Good exposure is possible
Teacher can be more friendly for assignments
The teaching staff is excellent. College also promotes students to do their very best. Surrounding and satiation is
also very well maintained. Non teaching staff is all so soft spoken and helpful.
Faculty was really well versed and experienced
The dedication of teachers towards students and their job is remarkable
I will always remember the teachers who made me a better person
I personally did not like the Google classroom thing because the students can easily take each others or their
friends journals and copy it

1. Teachers can develop more interpersonal and communication skills.
Layout of benches wrt to board is one of the worst in any educational institute, they face in different directions
and cause neck pain during long lectures.
I suggest there should be more outdoor teaching and creative initiatives to make students interact.
1. It's good sometimes
2. It's frustrating sometimes
3. It's irksome oftenly
Teaching system of the college is great

The college should organise the field visit.
The college should make availability of ground.
There should be more example based learning.

It's remarkable
They've excellent system
More examples, practical experience, more extra inputs on the topic
Making attendence compulsory , More extra curricular activities , By Reducing strength of the class
Some things in class are kept to themselves and not shared to students who are absent.
1. Our stream is inherently current oriented. Therefore all the current economic issues, current case studies, for
examples, on bank frauds teaching banking management and ethics could me much more than helpful. For these
weekly sessions, for various different subjects, can be kept.

It just feels like a wonderful journey towards self development and growth.
The college can actually make the attendance more compulsory, so that the students will be regular in class. The
teachers can also move the portions a little bit slower so that the students can learn accordingly.
Focus more on concept clearity of students

1)Practical basis teaching.
2)Career oriented teaching.
3)Arrange more guest lectures for motivations as well as Competitive Exams guest lectures.
Teaching metjod is well and good enough.
Less number of students per class could be more effective.
Student-Teacher communication should be applicable for all teachers.
Steps can be taken to improve students participation maybe through credit point system.
Importance of extra curricular and co curricular can be highlighted more often to increase efficiency of students.

Class lectures to happen regulary.
More of interactions with students .
Giving latest information of happening in the surrounding regarding the subject.
My experience for teaching and learning is very good.
Teachers and student have really good interaction.
And teachers are very interactive.
More real life examples
More interaction with students
Less teacher absentees
Improve teaching practical knowledge , Classroom activities , industrial and corporate experiences
More personal interaction ; more stress on value of education rather than just importance of attendance ; should
encourage more practical learning
More interactive sessions should be held.
More informative guest lectures should be organised.
More practical career oriented knowledge should be taught.

More examples and videos
Should give more of practical/ real world example, experiences.
Should also emphasize on personality development.
Place of internal politics in terms of participating in extracurricular events.
1. There should be more field visits. 2. A continuous evaluation system (Through variety of assessments). 3.
Frequent interaction between the instructors and students.

1.Should give attention to each and every individual.
2.Should expalin concept's in detail.
3.Should teach with intersting example's.

1) More practical based learning
2) Class room discussions
3) Topic analysis
Debate session per subject per week could enhance in depth study and retention by students.
More practical assignment could be given relation to subjects.
Physical activity of students be given emphasis and if possible campus should be enlarged.
A prescribed book to refer
Adequate number of lectures
More focus on the foreign student who don’t know the method
Using more Interactive sessions than theoretical sessions, guest lectures, alumni addresses

The teaching and learning process has been great and experience is very good compared to other colleges our
college takes great initiative always. Encourages and interactive between teacher and student is very good and
our teachers are always ready to help.
The teachers can't reach up to each students as the number of students in a class are huge.
Should make the attendance little compulsory as that will make the students come to college everyday.

More outdoor visits , practical knowledge, more use of technology
More particle knowledge
More of outdoor visits
More use of technology
Need to communicate with students properly provide proper notes which they fail some teachers do not even talk
to Students related to portion infact insults them
Teaching skills are not good of some teachers
we must include some practical approach in our syllabus, no doubt our teachers are best but we need some
improvement in our syllabus..which must be practical based.
Three suggestions to improve are 1) motivating students to perform better.
2) Regularity should be encouraged and made compulsary
3) All the activities should be conducted in disciplined manner

Improvement in making students understand the thing

Very good encouraging atmosphere and a friendly behavior from all present in the campus which makes it a
overall good experience
More interactive
More activities
More practical training

Everything is great

Teachers are helpful
Online exams and classes
Personal grooming

-Consider students complains against teaching.
-More practical teaching should be done ---rather than more theoritical one.
-Provide proper study material.

Practical approach should be encouraged.

1.To emphasize on practical learning
2.to obtain students feedback after every session

1.The college should provide proper information about assignments.
2.give printed notes atleast 3 weeks before exam.
3.promote more internship opportunities
As our collage is best for all activities but I would like to give some suggestions like
1)To make compulsory to speak in English in class or collage so that English spilling skills can be improved.
2)Instead of giving notes teachers can make a pdf or ppt and can cerculate it to students as it will save money
and time.
3)Teacher staff should give some practicle knowledge on daily basis as it is more important in real life like giving
knowledge on share market, showing concepts through videos as it will be more effective in to keep it in mind.
N.A

1. Follow up need to be done for mcq questions.
2. Teachers should connect things with current scenario.
3. Assignments related to current scenarios.
1. More of fun learning activities by teachers.
2. Bringing up more of internship opportunities.
3.More of practical learning.

In our college we get to learn lots of things like ppt, research and interviews through our assignments and we get
to learn more and more as compared to diff colleges. For examp tax we. Have learnt so much that of possible we
are able to file actual retruns of a person . Thanks to all college teachers .
1 Assignment should be submitted before 2 weeks of examination
2 A proper notes (specific) should be given for the external exams rather then online sources.
3 Syllabus should be completed before 3 weeks of examination
The teachers should help the students who are not performing well by making sure that their concepts are clear.
Teachers are very approachable , some teachers are quite partial or biased , all my subject teachers are really
great at imparting their knowledge with us .
There is nothing to suggest because my college manages it's day to day work/ activities in a professional way the
only request is to maintain this professionalism.

1.) Be Ethical if you say you'll support you should support and not entertain un Ethical activities behind any ones
back
2.) Teachers should learn the art of Public speaking and persuasion
3.) A CA or CS should teach costing for SY and TY
Teachers should not hurry up in assignments and should give reasonable amount of time to every student while
taking ppt presentation. The attendance should be made compulsory i feel

• Opportunities are there but students are not aware of it.
• The syllabus is redundant and therefore, no scope for creativity in teaching.
1.teach students critical thinking skills rather than just teaching them to memorize facts.
2.All the students should be equally treated
3. Use assessment to inform students of their achievement.
1. Should emphasize on practical learning.
2. Transforming the education pattern by including vocational courses and professional courses.
3. More emphasis on skill based learning and promoting entrepreneurial skills in the students.
1.Online learning forum should be provided.
2. Seminars on the academic topics which are part of syllabus should be provided at free .
3. Industrial oriented skill should be part of syllabus.
First of all , do attendance compulsory!

1.need to encourage every students.
2. Need to enhance teaching process
3. Provide hygience canteen food

1. Some teachers have some attitude and ego problems. They might think that's correct, but it's not. (Not every
teacher, few)
2. Some teachers don't have teaching experience, for them teaching is just dictating in class, the hell they don't
care about anything else. (Not every teacher, few)
3. Few teacher's are outstanding at their profession, but there is always room for improvement.
making sure its about students learning and not just teachers teaching. evaluation of assignments should not be
tests as it is assignment for a reason,
More Examples
More Activities
More Interaction
Make attendance compulsory. Reduce the number of students in the class. Better infrastructure. Modern teaching
methods.
1.Make teaching a two way interaction
2.Should emphasize on practical learning
3.More emphasis on skill based learning and promoting entrepreneurial skills in the students.

Include better teaching assistance. Make attendance important through an app. Offer proper textbooks instead of
those notes. The notes are extremely confusing. Projects are never checked and graded for their actual worth, a
teacher just gives you marks without even reading the material in it.
The teachers should help the students who are not performing well by making sure that their concepts are clear.

There should be more field visit for students, visit or picnic from college side to develop a friendly relationship
among students and also with teachers l, to pay more emphasis on practical learning so that the student have
practical knowledge such as subject like auditing should be there in curriculum along with practical test, the
teacher should be more focused of what he/she is teaching as they may do mistake, there should ne ncc in the
college and the college should make the provisions for the students to take at least one sports as a subject and
have the theory and practical test in that sports subject as it will develop the students mental and emotional
strength and keep they physically fit. Also there can be yoga classes for students as it is the important factor of
keeping oneself fit and free from disease in today's world. There should be more companies to come for the
college placement.That's it my overall experience with the college was good.
More interaction with students, more examples and real life use of theories
Excellent
There should be 75% attendence
N. A
I think we don't need digital board, blackboard was enough because lot of teachers struggle with digital board
they get confused and I think journal was okay i dont like the idea of Google classroom it's take lot of time and
sometimes we can't even submit our assignments on Google classroom.
More classrooms so that classes are not overcrowded

Interacting with the students, clear doubts, they are always helpful
It is good that college is constantly improving learning. Keep it up.
1. Understand that all students are not professionals and take some time to digest the information provided.
Please don't treat costing students like ACCA or CA or CS.
Use black board while teaching,Bcoz of sometimes a studunts are who sitting in back side... They not able to see
screen perfectly

Book available of every subject.
Book available of every subject.
Book available of every subject.
Practical learning, outside class application of knowledge, compulsory summer internships
1. Internal evaluation should be fair
2. Assignment feedback should be given so students can get to know where they lacked
3. Field visits should be conducted for enhancing practical knowledge
Various quiz should be organized on Saturdays,more field visits should be conducted
1.Some teacher should teach practically and showing experience in themselves
2.Teacher should make compulsory that everyone should speak in the class like relating to subjects or case study
etc. apart from our curriculum e.g, Kingfisher case study, Vodafone case etc
3.Collge can make compulsory for all of us that in every bench there should be one girl and a boy..to groom our
interpersonal skills.

Nothing !
More Real time required knowledge.
Lecturers are extremely helpful.
Improvement in the student-teacher ratio
Please change the syllabus to more present day concepts, focus more on the applications and lesser on the
theories. Teachers could be more receptive to opening up debates in class.
I guess teachers should learn how to use ICT tools such as LCD Projector..
Noting all is good
More interactive assignments.
Better syllabus planning.
Using more visual aids
Good overall performance
Teachers should orient us with the job avenues after the course
Teachers could be more approachable
Student-Teacher relationship needs improvement

More lectures. And more use of Google classroom
1. More interactions should be encouraged in the classroom between the teacher and the students.
I Like the activities that are held everytime also like the internship program for extra credits and the teachers are
very understanding towards the students.
1) Providing placement cell, internship and career opportunities
2) students must be engage in various academic activities such as paper presentation, debates etc.
Sugestion- Feedback on the assignments should be provided.
Teaching of the teachers is very good. Even though the attendance is not full but teachers teach will full energy
Teachers must be more interactive to the students who are dull.
There should be advisory classes about various career options.
There should be internship opportunities from the college.
All things are going well.
Teaching are too good.
Teachers always encourage students.
All things are going well.
Teachers always encourage students.
Teaching are too good.
The college has a nice learning atmosphere for students.
The teachers are well qualified and well versed with their subjects.
Some teachers didn't have enough time to complete syllabus.
Overall nice learning experience
No such suggestions needed.

Classes should be regularly conducted
Management should improve.
Masters in psychology students should be allowed and exposed to more of practical work.
First of all there should be a class teacher or a mentor for the class to communicate with us and to give us a
guidance which we currently don’t have . Secondly it would be great if classes were held in the morning so we
could engage in something after class which we are not able to do since the classes are held in the evening
which is big problem for us students. Some of the faculty members are really good like sane sir , Tessy maam
and our tax teacher which I would like to point out . They give a lot of real life examples and makes the concept
much more easier .
No suggestion symbiosis is best college and i have good experience from this college
1)College should work on the placement and internship cell for the marsters student's as its high time for them
2)There should be extracurricular activities for the Masters students to enhance there various skill
3) All the students don't have same level of knowledge so its important to teach the students form basic level and
some teachers assume that we already know that thing so its important that teachers should understand it
The teaching pattern of all the teachers are really going well .

Proper study material should be given.
Proper study material should be given.
1. Some professors are really good and others really bad.
2. The syllabus for the economics master's programme needs to be more mathematically and quantitatively
oriented with special emphasis on using computational techniques and softwares to approach such subjects.
3. Assignments and Research Projects should be intensive.
1) in our culture teacher is God for us and architect of nation so please focus on disability of students give them
hand of friendship more than teachership. It's more good for growth of students capability.
2) try to avoid environment like a pressure cooker
3) use simple language which students could understand properly.
Clearing their doubts
Listen to students concerns and respond appropriately
Provide more learning opportunities

Teaching practically with examples, regular class should be conducted and every student should be treated
equally.

None

1. The correct answers of the MCQs answered incorrectly should be given.
2. Subjects like mathematics should be introduced in second year itself.
3. Proper notes for subjects like general psychology, geography, etc should be provided by the teachers.
1. Make it more Student centric.
2. Teacher should follow up the student after giving Assignment /Projects.
3. Rather focusing on completing the syllabus, teachers should focus on grooming us.
More experimental and practical work assignment should be there.
1) better infrastructure
2) interactive classes
3) filled trips
overall teaching experience is highly effective. Teachers take immense effort in making students understand
topics through various examples. whenever students fail to understand a concept, teachers in this college take
extra measures to make people understand. Reasonably high quality of teaching and staff is extremely
understanding as well
E learning should be used.
Communication
Interaction
The teaching can be more student centric and make them aware of the market conditions.
The college should focus more on Masters students for their placements and curriculum.
Focus on developing entrepreneurship qualities among students need to be inculcated.
If faculty is finalized before the start of academic year, proper schedule and planned year will help everyone!
Some of the visiting faculties are really great; however others needed to be more open to the present day
students. Secondly, We had to pay 3000 for internship inspite of paying 24+ thousands during admission under
the title practicum fees. This was unfair. Internship was given 4 months after start of college, and it created
confusion at last moment
If faculty is finalized before the start of academic year, proper schedule and planned year will help everyone!
Some of the visiting faculties are really great; however others needed to be more open to the present day
students. Secondly, We had to pay 3000 for internship inspite of paying 24+ thousands during admission under
the title practicum fees. This was unfair. Internship was given 4 months after start of college, and it created
confusion at last moment
Make attendance compulsory and make students to take that seriously.

The faculty should enhance their familiarisation with e-board. This will ensure uninterrupted teaching/learning
process.
Further learning has been a great experience with some teachers who explore and bring out the best in us but
some should try to make it the same for us.
I would like to use this platform to thank the teachings and the non teaching staff for making our learning
experience worth it.
1. Equal participation should be given to master's students in various activities and events.
2. Should allowed everyone (includes master's students) at least to sit for on campus placement.

3. Timing schedule should be reviewed for masters is must.
1.We should be given more input about the related industries and real life examples related to our academics
2.There should be classroom activities that discuss and ask for suggestions on various financial matters and
encourage students participation with marks associated to it.
3.The notes should be made available by lecturers atleast on a weekly basis or unit completion basis because a
lot of times students don't co-operate.
1) Make teaching a two way interaction.
Do not simply give lecture or teach, ask students for their doubts and other questions.
2) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.
3) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.

Practice test should be done, practical assignment should be done and more interaction between teacher and
students should be there.
Overall it's a good teaching-learning experience. I would suggest if teachers give us more challenging
assignments.
Change in the syllabus
Provide better materials to the students other than ppts
More Debates and discussion in the classes
Teachers should inform well before about classes taking place

The internal assignment platform i.e. Google classroom doesn't fetch attachments . This is very poor way of
doing evaluation
1.Can you please ask our geography teacher to teach geography and not talk about rivers all the time?

Compulsory Attendance for all the students to be followed.. So that more and more students can participate in
class and learning and teaching ability of students could be enriched
More use of videos in order for pictorial knowledge gains.
1. Placements for post graduation students should be increased in a high percentage level.
2. Strictness towards attendance
More focus should be made on Master's level, more practical projects should be encouraged and more research
work should be incorporated in the Master's level.
Focus on the main concepts
Guide students personally
Give more examples while teaching

1. Take tests other than mid sems and end semester exams.
2. Give us a list of correct answer for mid sems so that we can understand out mistakes and do not repeat them
in future.
3. We should be able to see our end semester answer sheets so we can understand where we can improve.
1- Issues from the administration point of view tend to hamper the students opportunity to gain more practical
knowledge
2- Course is practical based which helps in future endeavours
3- Students should be given more opportunities and proper time period for internships
If we know books from library beforhand, the chaos before exams can be lessened.
College should provide enough opportunities for internship and placements. Syllabus should be such that it
covers all the topics from basics to advance so that it prepares students for competitive exams(subject related) as
well.

I dont have any special observations
More examples related to current affair
Keep it simple to understand
Quicker way to solve
Teacher’s could use more interactive methods, classroom activities should be implemented, teacher should only
teach what their expertise is in.

Students should be more leaning oriented rather than marks oriented. Maybe this is a part of teaching thing as
well. This makes the students less interested in learning and more inclined to getting marks. Though it depends
from student to student but this is my observations in my class. Other than this everything is good.
1. Have counseling sessions for all students each semester to discuss expectations and tools to get there.
2. Allow students to do assignments/projects for extra credit
3. Tie up with universities for exchange opportunities
The teacher-student bond should be more effective
Participation of every student should be encouraged
Masters students should be made aware of the happenings and CCA if they wish to pursue
1) in our culture teacher is God for us and architect of nation so please focus on disability of students give them
hand of friendship more than teachership. It's more good for growth of students capability.
2) try to avoid environment like a pressure cooker
3) use simple language which students could understand properly.
1) in our culture teacher is God for us and architect of nation so please focus on disability of students give them
hand of friendship more than teachership. It's more good for growth of students capability.
2) try to avoid environment like a pressure cooker
3) use simple language which students could understand properly.
1) in our culture teacher is God for us and architect of nation so please focus on disability of students give them
hand of friendship more than teachership. It's more good for growth of students capability.
2) try to avoid environment like a pressure cooker

3) use simple language which students could understand properly.
1. The professors should readily request and receive feedback or grievances of students to know what part of
curriculum is really helping them and what is not.
2. There should be more classroom availability and psychology lab should be spacier.
3. The library is very useful but could be improved in terms of how much new releases come in. Academic part of
the library could be enhanced, containing sources for students to learn new information external to their courses.
For example: A philosophy section or a tiny section related to health.
1. The internship needs to be provided to the students on the right time.
2. Need for better administration is required because the students don't get proper classes and class timings are
also disheveled and students tend to lose on the learning experience.
3. More value-based courses needs to be inculcated in the course.
1. Can concentrate on PG students more regarding activities.
2. Can improve in more placement for PG students.
3.can add bit of curriculum activities for PG students
4. Make attendance compulsory. Except for valid reason like students having job..

Multiple short lectures a day is preferred over, one long lecture without breaks.
more practical knowledge is required like internships, etc, modern day syllabus is required, and proper studying
material should be provided.
Good
Mot practical learning should be enhanced
Teaching Should Be Improved for those people who have come from science background
More group discussion
1. There should be book available and if not then atleast then materials upon the beginning of semester
2. Teachers should organise a doubt session once a week maybe on sat
illustrate the teaching with more real life examples
Great experience.Teacher are highly appreciatable.They always pointed what is right and wrong.
Learning every thing
Making class more lively . There should be more communication with students
No need to tell. We are very lucky for we get a good experienced teachers
Compulsory attendance, interact more and everything is all right.
*****
More workshops for teachers
More technology based
Amazing
Good faculty
Infrastructure is good
Good teaching methods

Some more practical activities
More focus on class discussion
Encourage the use of technology
Its already perfect
Good infrastucture, Good curriculum , Good staff
Nothing specifically
mandatory attendence atleast 50%
The students must be regular to college; multiple activities related to social work must be made compulsory
atleast once a week and there must be an app solely for connecting to the teachers/faculty.
Every teacher should know each student individually.
Teachers can interact more with the students.
Students should be allowed honours in the field they want.
Students should be taken on field visits.

Use batter graphics and visual media to angage studensta well

The teachers should come regularly to college and to class also.
Teachers are always support us
The college should atleast have 50% of compulsory attendance so that the students can get better college
experience as well as better out out knowledge
1.overall good.
2.teachers are very helpful.
3.guest lectures and seminars very helpful in understanding the concepts and curriculum.
The university should have a clear schedule.
Should control the number of students in the room not too many.
Some teachers still use unclear English.
Nice Experience.

No suggestions....all teachers are very nice and encouraging..
Best
lecturers need to be sensitive with student issues

The university should have a clear schedule.
Should control the number of students in the room not too many.
Some teachers still use unclear English.

1.Personal attention should be paid towards the students.
2.Teaching should be be more often visual manner.
3. Teacher's should get more creative while teaching.
1) personal attention should be paid towards the students
2) teaching should be more of an visual manner
3)Teachers should get more creative while teaching
Google classroom can be used more often
more involvement of students in the teaching experience, interactive aand real life examples
sometimes its just not the teachers fault, its the type of students in the college too.
with specialization and honours i think this will change next year.
1.Personal attention should be paid towards the students.
2.Teaching should be be more often visual manner.
3. Teacher's should get more creative while teaching.

Teachers r good helping students. Using Projector can improve
Students and teachers should get a chance to know each other as good friends too sometimes

Teachers should be bit more interactive , make classes more interesting and clear

1. The internal evaluation is not fair at all. It is seen that the teachers give random marks to the students and
when asked about it, does not give proper explanation about it. 2. Mostly teachers are struggling to use the new
smartbaords. This waste a lot of time. 3. The college website is not updated regularly. Most of the tabs are not
working. Accurate information about placements is not visible on the website.

1)Course topics may be taught in more application based form.
2)teachers may be more interactive and may practice one to one interaction frequently.
3)learning may be made more exciting by making students understand the reason to learn any topic taught.
4)course syllabus may be updated with more new era topics and introducing more project based and student
friendly learning.
Better written material to be provided
Clarity in conveying syllabus

Good teaching techniques by making clear and practical demonstrations and other available materials related to
the lessons. Brainstorming and good interaction in the class. Effective planning in the subject matter.

No improvements needed

Tell Accountancy and professors to use the board for practical things. All they do is they narrate the practical
sums orally

1) Detailed notes should be provided .
2) The portion for McQ exams and
assignments should be provided well in
advance .
3) written exams should have objective
types of questions (25% marks
objective questions should be given
And rest 75% answers)

There should be a revision test after each chapter is finished to make a clear understanding of the chapter.

1.Teachers must be impartial towards all the students.
2. Classroom doesn't seem like a class.
3. Teachers must do something about the misbehaving students.

Teachers should make use of ICT more often while teaching.
Teachers should interact more with students in comparison to what they do now.
The assignment given should be more interactive, practical & participative learning.
Students should be asked about their satisfaction level regarding the learning experience with their respective
subject teachers & if majority of them are not satisfied with it, an action should be taken towards that respective
subject teacher by college authorities.
More practical knowledge
Teachers are not giving us marks that much I deserved. So we have to give it for rechecking for marksheet and
its too costly for per subject I think they have give marks what people actually deserve and secondly that some
teachers are providing the note hard copy as well as soft copy and some only hard copy so if they all provide us
as soft copy that it helps more because sometimes we all are not able to buy or can't effort the hard copy due to
high cost that's we need soft copy also thankyou.
M
1. Teachers should try to involve the students into their lectures by asking them for examples for a certain topic.
2. They should try grabbing students' attention with some interesting facts an figure related to the topic being
taught.
3. I really like the fact that our digital screens have proepr access to internet to help teachers explain their
concepts with proper references from the internet.
I think college should give permission to student for individuals projects and assignments, so college can know
the individual personality of students their skills and thinking level.

More classroom activities. New teaching approach for better understanding, clearing concepts with more and
better examples.

1. More ventilation in classrooms
2. Better interaction by teachers with every student is what we all crave for. Would like it more better.
1. We do proper use of new technology in teaching
2. College should have a play ground
3. Campus is so good clean and hygiene all the time

Teachers should use microphone and speakers for teaching

1) Case study based learning has always made the concepts easier for me, and it was followed in most of the
lectures which really helped.
2)Interdisciplinary courses which would help the students in future careers should be introduced. For an instance,
a course in data analytics.
3)GD rounds are a great initiative. Such sessions definitely help us to get a holistic approach on the problem
statement.
Make the lecture more interesting by providing any facts or anything extra about the topics.

Teachers should discuss question papers with the students

Teaching
Evaluation
Attendance
1. We do proper use of new technology in teaching
2. College should have a play ground
3. Campus is so good clean and hygiene all the time

Nothing
Assignments should be given more weightage of marks.
MCQ exams should be given more weightage of marks.
Assignments should be submitted and marked through applications like Google Classroom only.

No Comments
.

1)There should be more interactive sessions between students and teachers.
2) Syllabus should contain more practical approach then theoretical approach.
3)Should give importance to technological infrastructure.

College is too good

None

1.More career oriented topics, subtopics or maybe subject should be included in the curriculum.
2.Follow up from the professors regarding internal assessment would be appreciable.
3.More field visits according to the subject specialisation should be encouraged.

More practical and career oriented course to be provided.
Some teachers need to change their teaching techniques as they are new to the college
Also listen to students difficulties and try explaining them.

1.Make learning more practical rather than just memorising the theory
2. Provide students the internship opportunities.
3. Digital marketing should be a part of our syllabus

Regular classes, outside exposure and interaction.

Increase the class room size

1.Teachers need to give more examples while explaining the concept or a topic.
2.Teachers need to personally interact with students.
3.In college there should be programs in which students should participate because many students are not aware
about the cultural as well as academic programs which took place in the college.

1- Teaching should include more explanations and examples rather than just reading it out.
2- Teacher should be thorough with the concepts
3- Lectures can be more fun and interactive.
Best college.... no suggestion....
Need to give more and more examples
Every thing is good according to me
1)Should have a college domain student id (G suit for education) which is good for communication and
administration improvement
2) Assignments should not be done in journal or rather more of online approach by using tally ,excel and
application based.
3)We should be compulsory provided internship for second year by college.
Conducting Activities more often

I think I have a lot of exposure from our college, given to us so I can't think of any suggestions or observations to
be given to improve the teaching or learning experience.
Thank you.
Practical exposure
Organising event on market econmics taxation
Virtual teaching
Every thing is good

1.the classroom session should be more interactive
2.teachers should more focus on imbibing knowledge than just completing the syllabus.
3.also teachers must appreciate regularly those students who are regular & work hard to score good so that they
stay motivated & others also get inspired by it.
1. If teachers can act as mentors and help each student personally not to get marks but to be skilled and gain
practical experiences.
2. Less students per class. We have 130/150 students in each class. Teachers don't know 70% of students just
because of this. Quality teaching is super important which includes one to one interactions, and feedback
exchange.
3. Networking events. Teachers shall call up professionals and host a proper formal networking event. There shall
be like a competition for selection of entry to the event as we have a lot of students. But once events like these
happen, not in college but proper hall, then just imagine how many students will be recognised by the outer
world. Many companies will recognise our potential and come for placements and also help a students if we have
start up ideas by either funding or connecting us with investors.
1) Making sure all teachers take lectures
2) Making attendance compulsory for students
3) Using practical examples for teaching

To be honest, SCAC should be part of SU rather than retarded PU, due to reservations, scac feels like a low level
government college with 90% achievers and even 50% achievwrs. Even out the cut off percentage of you want to
improve college, then scac will attract better students and infact better teachers. Men like Hrishikesh Soman
should be removed asap because of their poor student communication and rather rude personality and he's not
qualified to be a principal, even janitors can speak better English than him, and can talk in a better way, he talks
like some kind of hill-billy from incest parents. sorry to be rude but he's not the right principal, infact there are
some great teachers in our college, Dr. Limaye, a wonderful teachers who is best in everything and is complete
opposite of Soman. He deserves to be principal. Since he's retiring SCAC will be crumbled. We need more
teachers like him.

No suggestions.... Everything is very good
Teacher and student link-up or communication part is quite weak with maximum students

Students should be proactive in taking parts and involment in various extra curricular activities.. Apart from it,
teachers should influence students.. Build up their confidence, analyse their weakness and strong merit points..
And, should be work on that to improve their performance further

1. The teaching should be in context to the changing environment and practical application.
2. The projects and assignments should be given importance as teachers are only collecting the projects as of
now. This hampers our skill to improve.
3. Make case studies compulsory as it will help us to use concepts in the practical world.

Change the current syllabus to more career oriented (stock market investing, changing banking and monetary
policies ), Conduct more field tours to learn first hand knowledge and experiences, the internal assessment
should be more fair and transparent.

1. The first and best thing to do is making learning interesting, one of our professor - Mr. Ashish Kulkarni has
some really great ideas for making learning effective. We really enjoy attending his class. This will help most
students to willingly approach teaching and learning.
2. Making for a holistic student development by introducing projects and programs promoting team work,
enthusiasm and open community opportunities. If the already established clubs and groups/cells(Eg. Centre for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Skill Development, etc.) in college give opportunity to new and fresh students
each time to lead and take responsibility of various major events and not just hand it to the same bunch of
students every time. Giving opportunities to students to head and manage enhances their soft skills and
personality which at the current corporate /general scenario is one the most essential qualification in any stream
of career.
3. Including in the curriculum some fun and innovative classes that allow students to step up and think out of box
and work towards becoming a better version of themselves.

Teaching is a wide concept and each concepts have wide theory, especially specialisation subjects like Costing
and banking. Apart from syllabus, students need to get live stream approach to the subjects. For getting deep
knowledge, faculties need to arrange workshops, other student interactive sections etc.
Well defined notes.
Interactive classes.
No honours classes after 2 bcozz it's quite dazzy

Good
1. Analysis of the learnt concept should be done more often.
2.Internships/extra-curriculars should be encouraged.

Internal marks should be based on the assignment and not on the basis of attendance.
Organising some fun events officially.
More facilities should be provided to ACCA students like AV hall classroom training and also No extra credits for
acca students should be given same like honours students

1. Best activities are held only in symbiosis .
2. Teachers arrange excellent events.
3. Nice.

1) There some really good teachers who explains really wonderfully, but as well some teachers aren't that good it
becomes difficult to study.
2) specially for the little complicated subjects there should be enough good teacher so students can understand
properly
3) It should be of every student consideration like interacting.

1) More practical knowledge.
2) More feild visits.

It is agreed that college provides numerous number of courses which helps in grooming but according to me, the
college lacks somewhere in the quality of teaching.

1. Case-studies should be used more often while teaching, which will facilitate more practical learning.
2. Practical tasks should be assigned rather than theoretical assignments, and everyone's participation must be
ensured.
3. More internship opportunities should be provided by the college.

Providing platforms to learn new skills in which they are interested and to improve the existing one , where they
can open up easily and can create their own space without any complex , fear and hesitation.

Teachers should be more interactive.
Practical visits should be conducted more frequently.
Syllabus should be completed in a specific time period.

Organise sessions with students
Give a day break after each examination
Use more technology

1. Well prepared notes should be provided in advance instead of Google classroom and ppts.

The staff is highly qualified. A special mention of Mrs. Tamhankar, Mrs. Parachute and Mr. Limaye for their extra
efforts in making classes more interesting.
Would be convenient for the students if they are informed in advance when the lectures are cancelled.
FOM and Managerial communication syllabus should be specified before tests. We're ambiguous before exams.
So many times the xerox center sells notes and we have gotten a message from the teacher at the last minute
that they're not issued by her. We don't have any reference material and the suggested material given by different
teachers is contrasting.
Compulsory attendance

The teachers should elaborate the method of doing the assignment in google classroom , where they assign us
the assignment.

Getting credits is a problem, mainly because some of the students are trying to complete their CA, CS, CMA and
those courses are being held back in order to get credits

Much more importance to be given to creative and performing arts subjects in a way that each one in the class
gets a way to showcase their talent. Such sessions can be organised than having them add paid courses.
The role of administration in easing the teaching learning experience is huge. It would be nice to keep an eye on
it.

Suggestions:
Timings of the college could be there from 8am then 7am, because alike me we travel 25 Kms daily to reach
college. So that it could be more convenient to reach as we are Pune localities.

Less number of students per class, easier access to books or notes for reference, better interaction with teachers
except for the lectures.

More practical experience is needed.

Change the Accountancy Syllabus to take into account the Accounting Standards that are in use today. Will make
the program more relevant to career requirements today.
Some teachers, in their attempt to try and encourage experiential and participative learning , ignore the
importance of theoretical knowledge. Moreover the exams test one's theoretical knowledge for such subjects
where they're eventually rendered helpless. One needs to balance between the two forms to make a positive
value addition.
Increase the number of teachers and divisions under each batch of students. Due to the increased class size
teachers aren't able to focus on every student equally. Moreover they are burdened with increased
responsibilities, such as checking hundreds of assignments, essentially degrading the quality of assignments
submitted (under the assumption that a single teacher cannot read through all the assignments) as well as the
quality of assessment performed by the teacher.
Classes can be more interactive and stricter

It's hard getting credits, when we are doing another course outside college

Fantastic. The way the teachers are teaching is one of the best teaching methods.
Some of teachers should be technology aware.
Some should be more described

Should have sports ground(basketball ,football ) which improves the moral and enhances competencies to a
great extent
Assignment should be related to practical life

Must provide credits on free course rather than paid.
1. Teachers should focus on concept based method.
2. Class test could be taken regularly so the students could know which part needs to be explained again.
3. Extra classes should be taken for helping students to cope up with difficult and important topics.

1. Some professors are only concerned about few students .
Teachers should give everyone the chance
2. Entrepreneurship head should be more concerned with teaching rather than showing YouTube videos
everytime
3. Company law lectures should happen before breaks in F division.

Should try to provide more exposure .
Some teachers should do their homework before entering the class .
Extracariculm should be promoted .
1. They should give some 1-1 session to some students for doubts or problems.
2. There should be less strength of the class as it become chaos to the environment.
3. The teacher should give counselling also to some students who really required.

1) insufficient study material Students can't study on their own and we have to wait for the teacher to give study notes according to them ,
Study notes are provided 10-15 days before exams , that's why we can't score good marks in exams .no matter
how hard i try at the last moment i can't cross 80%.
And students faces problems like anxiety and depression . I have faced a lot of times.
2) the major problem actually is the notes or study material that are provided to us , there us no book one can go
through and the notes are not clear and self understable many a times .
3) if a student misses a lecture , the chance are that he/she won't be able to learn or understand the topic by own
that was missed because we don't have our studying material only at that time , and we have to depend on
informal means of learning like from friends , youtube etc .
4) There is no online facilities to collect hall tickets , anyother forms and report cards instead we have to wait in
long queue for around 2 hours to collect anything
So these are the problems that we have faced
Re inforcement

Classes can be more interactive and stricter

1. Syllabus to be informed well in advance.
2. Notes to be provided before starting of chapters so that students can get basic idea of chapter.

3. All classes to be regular.

Practical based
Change in teaching pattern and syllabus
Adding things in the teaching curriculum that is Nessesary and not teaching those things which are taught before.
Submit notes .
Send imp questions
Proper explanation

The student to teacher ratio should be decreased

Increase field trips and tours, Student exchange opportunities, more national and international exposure via
personal experiencing.
Google classroom can be used more often

They are good no issues!

1. Students should be allowed to make conversation related to the topics. 2. Teachers should take a weekly mcq
test for revision. 3. Teachers should encourage the students who actively participate in sports, fests, or in any
othere thing which makes them represent our college. Thankyou

